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ABSTRACT
Research data on ability grouping collected from the

1920s oni with particular emphasis on .the last two decades, are
summarized: This review of the literature was originally intencled to
follow meta-analysis procedures, but that type of analysis hadto be
abanaCaed.because only 11 of the 2©= research studieS published in
1'926S used any form of control group. Things improved only slightly
by the 1970s. with- two thirds of the major studies of ability grouping
in the_Onited States using some form of control group.. Unfortunately,
the control groups'wete often intact schools with numerous betieem
school differences in both, student and teacher populations. Other'
characteristics of the quantitative literature which preclude a valid
meta-analysis approach are undefined or inconsistent criteria for
forming ability groups, undefined, vagte or single- stirhy unique
criteria for comparing grouped and non-grouped classes, and combining
treaJtment (grouped) and not-treatmert (no 'ability grouping)
conditions for individul children. in addition, a great many of the
important articles on ability grouping are qualitative and based upon
subjective rather than objective data.Along with a tabular summary
of the quantitative studies, an-overview of qualitative studies and
discussions of ability grouping are presented. (Author/RL)
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Ability

"Grouping is .pimply.a matter of tradition
and -research. '.0eOuping.expressesiphilosephic
commitments in .education and-conclusions-from
Osychoogica

, rfleet a community's idea of)the kirpeieS 0.

,education"- (Cold,. 1965, P. 316). '

Ferris t-an Should We

Although,the- preceding quotation is sixteen years old, it is still
relevant. The isques surrounding the impact of grouping students for class-
room instruction are far reathing. The range from the specific concerns for
the affective (emotional) and 'intellectual development of individual child-
ren to the sweeping, legal_and ethical -responhibilities of'a community to
Tromote a stable or mobile social structure.

die term "grouping" is - common in education. ouping, as
used here,, refers-to the practice of utablishing cla4ses of students based
upon some specified criteria. ficademic athipvement or intellectual ability
are the criteria most commonly used for grouping. One typical method of
organizing students for.instruction is "homegeneous" or "ability" grouping.
In this protedure students of similar school related skills' are grouped
to then By contrast', heterogeneous g-rouping involves"placing students
from a bra rage of abilities. together in d classroom., In thip paper.
grouping will 'refer to 4ross class or across- grade procedures and net to
the practice of identifying different groups,within a particular classroom.

The intent 'of this.lpaper is to summarize the MasS'of research data
collected from the 1920s on, with particular emphasis on the last two

-

decades, This review whs,originally intended to follow:the meta analysis
procedures described byGlass (1938),. Considering the amount. of research

0.iterature. available in the area of homogeneous grouping, such an analysis
anS,summary of results would havebeen invaluable. That type.pf analysis
hasimbe abandoned, however once the nature of the research being .reviewed
dbecame' clear. Only eleven of the twenty research studies published in the
decade of. the 1920s used any form of centred group (Miller :& Otto, 1930).. -
Things improved only slightly: by the 1970s with two thirds, of themajor'
udieS of abifli0 grouping inthe United States using some_ form of control

Uniortunately, the control grpups were often intact schools with ,

name Sus, between school differ'ences in both student and teacher populations
(for -e pl- See Butiret, Ward ,5 Wurster, 1974; and Thomas, 1974): Other
character ics of the quantitative literature which p 'reclude a valid meta-
analysis approach are undefined or inconsistent criteria for forming ability\
groups, undefined, vague or single-study unique criteria for Comparing
grouped and nengrouped classes, and combining treatment (grouped) and non-
treatment (no ability grouping) conditions for individual children. In

addition, a great Many oftheimpertant articles 'on ability grouping are
qualitative and based upon. subjective rather than objective dose. :

In place of a meta-analysis a surmnary of the results of the studies
reviewed is presented. First, a historical review, including Studies
conducted prior to 1930 is introduced (see Tele 1) . - J.ext, a tabular



presentation of stun:lies cOnducted between 1931 and 1900 is given (See. Table
The tabular 'guMMary of the quantitative- studies is followed by au=evervieW of'
qualitative studies or discussions of ability grouping. The five. major ',themes
which recur in both the quantitative studies and qualitative articles are then
presented and discussed, comments about when ability grouping May

--be expected to work: best 'and alternatives to the procedure are given.'

cal Perspective

The use of student abilities. as a criterion for establishing classes in
.public schools was one of the first. Systematic modifications to be imposed
upon the class method of instruction developed in 1680 by Canon :LaSalle
(Miller % Otto, 1930)'. Homogeneous grouping of students by ability was pre-
valent in American education until the early 1930s. The prtctice has° exper-

.

fenced a series of unfavorable and favorable receptions from 41e 19.3bs to the
4 ,present. The favorable receptions were p.rimarily dile tb the traditional

belief 'that a reduction of the ra e. Of _student allpities in a class acco
lipshed through grouping allows beta adaptation of instructional methods and
materials, heightens interest level on the past of students, and fosters more
'consistent rates of student prOgress in classes . However, it 'is difficult to
find empirical support for these beliefs. Historically, periods of departure
from the ability grouping model often follow the emergence of, evidence regard-
ifig negative effects of grouping upon affective and cognitive chardcteristics
oi f children. The social and political concerns of the nation also influence
the attitude of educators and parent) s toward ability grouping.

In 1926, approximately forty cities having populations of 100,000 or
more and 88 cies of 30,000 to 100,000.people reported the use of ability.

grouping in their public elementary and secondary schools (Miller & Otto, 1910).
Currently more than 77 percent of .the nation's 'public schools continue to use
some form of ability grouping (Findley & Bryan, 1975). As suggested above,._

,ability grouping has not experienced a smooth increase in popularity from 1920'
to the present. Groupitig fel in4 disfavor in the 1930s and 1940s as a
resin of questions regarding the academia and social outcomes of grouping.
Miller & Otto (1930) presented a review of studies on the influence of grouping=
Their summary .of the results of twenty studies was riot decisive, indicating
that there was "no clear-cut evidence that hodogeneous grouping is either
advantageous or disadvantageous" (p. 14W and that grouping was ineffective
increasing student achievement above levels-found in mixed ability classes.
They dild, however,

= raise important questions about the influence of ability
grouping upon the social and psychological development of children. It was
their °questions, and the speculation and research ,to arise from them which
helped,,tosuppress the use of ability grouping until the 1959s.

in

The studies reviewed by Miller & Otto (1930) are summarized in Table 1.
A quick inspection of that table. provides a historical perspective on the
criteria ,ited for grouping, grades and subjects in whidh grouping was common',
and shows the limited use of statiqical procdures in determining the outcomes
of grouping.
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of the results to establish the reliability of tht differences,



Current. Quant ve Research

Tlie practice of ability grouping was-again viewed with favor.foliowin
the launching of Sputnik in 1957', Homogeneously grouped clatses were
thought to be an efficient way to provide an education for all'childten while
'still recognizing the need to concentrate eMicational efforts on intellec-
Wally gifted children. It was not until the mid 1960s that:al:dirty
grouping again came under fire. Renewed criticism of the practice was based
not only upon the previously considered issues of cognitive and affecti _

outcomes, New issues raised- by the ethically conscious citizens ofthe 19605
included two concerns: the validity of criteria used to place students. in
ability groups, and the da facto segregation which resulted from ability
grouping (Havighurst & Neuar en, 19-75) Educators and parents are still
considering these issues, and m h current-research is directed toward these
coreerns.-

Stedies'of homogeneously grouped studtnts prior to 1930 focused
exclusively ftpon4cognitive and achievement outcomes. At that time criteria
to determine the effects of grouping often included the number of failures or
promotions to higher graLdes, grades awarded by teachers, and teacher tade
objective tests in cognitive skill_areas- s e Table 1). Following Alice
Keliher's critical study of homogeneous groping in 1931, attention began to
turn, toward the self-concept and affective velpment of children in ability
grouped Classrooms (Mann, 1960). The affe tivel oriented studies shared

, 1141the center stage with in vestigations of the academic outcomes of grouping
until concerns of, segregation and civil rights arose._ By 1965 the third major
criterion for comparing,heteroOneously and homogeneously grouped schools had
emerged: tthe racial and socioeconomic segregation or integration which resulted
following'ability group*pg of eras es.1

A sampling of- the results of,quantitative research studies conducted within
the last 20 years on the effects of grouping is presdnted in Table 2- A
comparison of the/data in Tables 1 and 2 is revealing. The nature of studying
ability grouping has ,changed considerably. Recent studies show 'greater interest
ineffective outcomes and more widespread use ol control or comparison groups.'
11-A addition, standardized tests with objective, replicablen scoring criteria
were used more frequently after 1960, thus allowing foit statistical analyses
and systematic interpretations of results. The samples of students vu died in
the more recent research are generdIly larger than the decade of the twenties.

Of all the quantitative studies reviewed the Marascuilo (1970).
Marascuilo & McSweeny'(1972) stu ies are by far the most comprehensive and best
designed. They provide the best treatment oft the data collected and offer a
longitudinal assessment of the )outcomes of grouping. The cognitive outcomes
reported fit Well with the expectations one woul& develop bagedjupon the
results of other studies (see Tables 1 and 2). Marascuilo's summary regarding
-heterogeneous ascomparedto homogeneous irouping is. worthy of quotation:

(this study) "limited itself to -determining whether the maintenance
of ability grouping was necessary for effective instruction...The
answer to,hat research question was an unqualified no,. Heterogen--
eous grouping in a single course to at least a neutral effect, and
at'best a positive effect, on the cognitive performance'ol volunteer
students..." (1972, p.318).
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ualitative Studies

A range of qualitative discussions on ability grouping and.its effects
are presented in the April, 1960 issue of Childhood Education. That ,issue
provides a series of articles which have receivediAlleticular attention over
the past twenty years. Included is Mann's (1960) often cited quantita ive
study of the self image of homogeneously grouped primary grade pupils.
Clausen introduces the,topic of homogeneous grouping and the series of
articles by pointedly questioning the educational principles upon which
gfoupinglis built. He provides thought provoking comments on the uninten-
tional effects of the labels which inevitably accompany ability grouping.
His Article' concludes with a set of summary questions aimed at administra-
tors. .The two most provocative questions are these:

1. Do the grouping procedures used in a:school 'and clgssroom
promote the social goals essential to the current world scene; and

2. Are decisions ,about grouping students based upon administrative
convenience or on our knowledge of people and their Reeds?

These two questions are responded to immediately by John Bohner (1960) ,
a public School principal. Bahner agreesith Clausen's suggestion that,
most grouping practices used in schools are the result of administrative
expediency rather than resulting from knowledge of what benefits the most
students. Bohner-recommends some administrative alternatives to homogeneous
grouping., These recommendations are reviewed at, the end of this paper

. (see Alternatives) .

Vi
In their 1930,review-of:the-litefature Miller & Otto were unable

resolve the question' of which method of grouping students .is most ad -n-
tageous. Those.reviewers did, however, make a significant contribution to

t

the literature in dh questions they raised and the observations they made.
In their concluding -emarks the authors note that though there appear to be

no significant differences in- the achievement of students grouped-in
different manners, there may be differences in the affective characteristics
of the students. They pondered whether "the social and psychological
advantages coming out of homogeneous classification will justify the practice
of homogeneous grouping" (p. 101).

Reviews published over the past two decades have paid attentisn to these
concerns. Two authors who made a major contribution to educators' knowledge-.
of cognitive, social, moral and political effects of homogeneous grouping are
Warren Findley and Miriam Bryan. Their 1975 review of the relevant research
focuses on academic achievement, affective development and socioeconomic and
ethnic segregation as a result of grouping practices. In that report they
conclude that grouping students by ability leads to a restriction in the
quality of instruction children receive when academic and social outcomes are
identified as criteria of effective education. In addition, ability grouping
tends to restrict ethnic and socioeconomic integration in schools, thus
limiting the range of incidental experiences students may encounter in their
own classrooms.



Bryan (1971) provides a shorter version of the reportby Findley .&
Bryan (1975). In Bryan's article she concentrated most heavily upon
achievement and self co cept characteristics Of' students in homogeneously
grouped arrangemerAts. provides a discussion of the misuse of .

standardized tests for uping students. The material. Bryan presents raises-
additional reason to- question` not only the actual procedure of ability
grouping, but also the validity of the system)* which- student groups are
identified. Bryan includes a discussion ofsix alternatives to ability
grouping. Het suggestions are referenced in the Alternatives sectiln of this,
report.

In a review of the findings reported in the research on ability grouping,
between 1930 and 1972 Esposito (1973) addresses the concern about whether
"ability grouping tends to enhanoe or reduce (the) school learning eXperience"
(p. 163)., Esposito presents a good synthesis and interpretation of the major
findings reported. He maintains that f periodic reinterpretation of the
accumulated research is`. `necessary for three reasons. First, homogeneous
-grouping is again the predominant means of classroom organization in public
schools in America, hence its impact should be cbntinualty assessed. Second,

*studies to determine the social and ethnic compositicin of the various, ability
groups within schools often indicate that-there may be a relationhip between
homogeneous grouping and de facto segregation.. If that is so, then homo
-geneous grouping may interfere with equal educational opportunity. Finally.,

Esposito ,proposes that periodic reevaluations of ability grouping are
necessary because the administrative procedure-is one of the few which can
be systematically redesigned and reexamined to promote the most productive
educational environment.

,

Although they are sometimes more detailed, Esposito's conclusions about
the impact of ability grouping upon achievement differ little from those
reached by Miller & Otto (1930) or Findley & Bryan (1975).' Ability grouping,
as described by Esposito, appears to have a mixed. impact upon the achievement
of high ability-students, while showing an almost unifoLmly negative influence
upcin the achievement of middle and low abifity students. Esposito proposes
that where,advantages are found for the high ability students, the increased
cognitive gains could more accurately -be attributed to changes ineducational
objectives, organization of the curriculum, teaching methods and instructional
materials and not to grouping procedures. To summarize the impact upon
achievement,. Esposito umcludes. as-that, "taken a a whole,...when the full range`
of ability groups in the homogeneously organized setting is compared with the
full range of ability represented in the heterogeneously organized setting,
the data are, at best, mixed, inconclusive and indefinite" (p. 167).

Esposito's statements regarding the impact of grouping procedures upon-
students' affective development are more definitive. He reports that homo-
geneous grouping fosters an inflated self concept in high ability groups while
reducing the self esteem of children in average and low ability groups. In
addition, it appears that teachers' attitudes, an important factor in school
learning, are influenced by grouping practices. Teachers who place great value
on academic achievement tend to ignore the personal development of aVrage, and
low ability students in heterogeneously grouped classes:
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Although Esposito's remarks about the influence of grouping upon
students' affectiVe deVelopment may seem conclUsive, they are not. He
careful tq point out-that these are trends found in the data. It is
notable that the majority of studies in the aff4tive domain omit the use
of control groups or descriptions of the types of social and educational
settingS,,aside'from the grouping procedure', to which children are .

exposed.- The omission of thisinforMation makes it difficult to determine
if affective outcomes are due to the grouping procedures used in a school,
due to curriculum v fables,_ due tn,the broader 'societal environthent to
Which students are posed.'

"Esposito included both educational and social research in his review.
From these sources he concluded that even in rolatively integrated school
systems homogeneous grouping provides a separate educational environment
which isolates students according to socioeconomic and ethnic status. This\

conclusion is echoed by Havighurst.& Neugarten (1975) who point out that
the practice of ability grouping for classroom organization has b ruled

illegal because it results in de facto segregation.

. Another review which is highly recommended reading for .administrators
who are seriously considering Ehe:impact of ability grouping upon students
is Persell's 1976 article. Starting from-the recognition that socioeconomic
status and race are relateld 'to academic success in the American school)
System, Persell investigates various explanaitions for this 'relationship. In

particular, the authcAr explores IQ testing, the structure of- ability group-
ing, and the teacher expectations as contributors to the depressed achieve-
ment levels found in groups of low income and minority group students.
Persell Concludes that the current system of organizing clgssroom's in
schools, that is, ability grouping, not only contributes to but, creates and
legitimizes inequities between children.

A touching article by Cottle (rWO describes the mpadt of,ability'

grouping on an eleven year old black boy in 'Boston. WhitE.omitting reference
to any quantitative data, the anther asks the reader to consider the damage
ability grouping has done to one student. ThiS article is an opinionated
comment about ability grouping, offer ng a dialogue With Pltudent,''Vletie-

as food for thought..

A discu6Sion of the potential for self t ulfilling prophecies as a
result of ability grouping is given by Rakow (1973) . He reviews four
experiments-on the Pygmalion effect and ties that phenomenon .to the labeling
associated with grouping in the schools. Although Rakow is primarily con-
xerned with adult learners-, he does mike an important statement for public
school educators. ,He stresses that tny must be aware of the labels which
accompany .any group of students and consider the ineidental, persdnal and
motivational impact of those labels nOon-learners,

Ogletree & Ujlaki (1971) introduce the idea of role development in
Children as it relates to classroom grouping. The authors provide an
introduetionto role theory; the research related to it and describe the
importance of role development to the affective growth of children. They
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persue the notion thatthe traditional, homogeneously grouped classroom
fokind in e American school system Contributes to role disparity and ,role
confusion i children. The authors. maintain that homogeneous grouping
perpetuates the middle class value that academic achievement and high

[
ability grou placement are to be sought y. all. Along with that value go

certain role\expectations within the educ_tional setting Ogletree &
Ujiaki sugge4t that these expectancies ar_ in conflict with variables
associated with the class status and environmental surroundings of.Cultnr-
ally disadvantaged children. In short, ability grouping for instrtidn
and classroom organization may contribute roadblocks to theaffectiVe
developMent o children, partic arly disadvantaged children,, rather than
aiding their dexelopmen/t as an educational experience should. The authors
conclude that homogeneousgrouping prepares students for an unrealistic
world organized superficially by academic 'skill. They maintaVn that the
strict ability grouping and isolation of different social class groups .

found in homogeneously organized schools is not reflected in the real world.'
Thus, segregation by:ability livels again diminishes rather than enhances
the socialization process, which should flistered by our ach6o1s.

..

As a up, the qualitative discussions of ability grouping, its logic
and docurpen ed effects are surprisingl- severe.' Discusslbns or reviews
adVoCating its use with themajoritaCaudentaare rare. Such litera-
ture is virtually rionexistentrin the general educational journals published
in the past ten years. Given this commentby omission, it is surprising
that ability grouping continues to be practiced on such a broad scale in
the :United States.

One group of 'qualitatively oriented art stands apart in both tone
and conclusions regarding the use of homogeneous grouping. Recently, the
literature on grouping students within vocational education programs has
revealed some surprising successes. The 1979 Site Report 2 on the status of
the Coordinated Vocational Academid Education (CVAE) Prograwillustrates how
teachers, when confronted w.th a group of potential dropouts who are academ-
ically and/or economically disadvantaged, can take advantage of a homogen-
eous grouping situallion w ch!cannotbe'avoided. By definition, the CVAE
Program offers a curriculums or underachieving, alienated youth. Providing-
instruction for students in cedes nine through twelve, the program focuses
upon the problems which have forced the homogeneous grouping of these
students. NSpecial remedial instruction, is given in the academic areas
considered necessary for survivaVin today's world. Attention is given to
competencies required for entry into selected=occupations. Success exper-
iences are pfbvided for all students, something not often encountered in low
ability groups. Individual counseling to meet the developmental needs of
students is insured. In short, the vocati6nal educators - in the CVAE
Program make use of the homogeneous.gr?uping of their students. They actively
change instruction to fit the groups cif students. Data regarding reduced
.absentee rates and improved academic performance of students in the program
indicate that by adjusting the methods and materials used to fit specific
student.needs in the homogeneous classes found in the CVAE Program ability
grouping can be turned into a productive means of classroom organization.

The second unique aspect of the _ of grouping in vdcational educatiOn
pertains to the de facto segregation which frequently results from ability



grouping. Curt decisions, in the 1960s on school deSegregation-had a severe
impact n voca'tional education prograts. In large-Metr9poliran

, schools could be integrated but the various curficular fferings or,ability
groups within the schools often remained segregated. this was often the
casein the vocational pdtcation programs. Similarly, if schools enrolled,'

--s-tudents from particular restricted districtsHWithin a cityentIre schools
could be segregated as a result of raci4l-)Orethnic concentrations in
neighFo;hpgs. Unles the: alternative of mandated-busing was used, school
integration was difficult.

Although the preceding discussion of segregation May seem peripheral-to,
ability _grouping, it is ,not. It-was similar concerns and court orders. to
desegregtte schools in Detroit and Dallas which Shcouraged educators to make
dreative_tse of homogeneots grouping within vocational ,education. lIn both

=ies vocational centers, or magnet schools, were established.througho'ut,the
tropolitan area to attract_ students of similar educational or occupational

int and pursuits, yet not necesbarily homogeneous in their racial or
ethnic backgrounds.

(

Porter (1979) reports that in response to a 1975 court decision in
Dtroit to desegregate the schpols, five area vocational schools were con-

t
structed. The five schools are identified as speciali,ing in spec is skill
instruction, such as graptilc arts, construction, area mechanics, co pater

.)programming, etc. After a half day in attendance at a regular comprehensive
high school receiving-instruction in academic subjects, students could elect
to go to the various-vocationpl centep. In this way Detroit desegregated
its school system wit h out dourt enforced busing. By using homogeneous .

.grouping by vocational terests rather than by heighborhood distri,ct or
scholastic achievement, ffective and useful instfbction was provided for
more student. and integration was encouraged.

(

The city of D =1as created a systei similar to that in Detroit (Moffe
& Cogswell, 1979) Prior to 1976 the school system in Dallas was composed
of ,high schools , :awing students from specific school districts. The use of
districts to identify each school's population led to obvious segregation.
an order to integrate the schodls without enforced busing,, the concept of
"districtiess" schools was explored. These schools evolved into what is now
known as magnet schools.

Currently 3500 students participate in the magnet school program in
Dallas. Academic subjects are taught in regular kligh schools, inten fied
and specialized career traini g is provided in the magnet schools. Moffett
& Cogswell report that the ma et system is a successful means of dihiev-
ing desegregatiOn. Students' interests in careers appear to cut across racial,
ethnic and academic .ability restrictions w ch had heretofore been assoc-
iated with restrictive homogeneous grouping patterns.

Themes n the Literature I.

.It is clear that the homogeneous grouping of studetits by ability for
the purposes of instruction has been the predominant method of classroom and
school rganizationfrom the turn of the century to the present. While fall-
ing ijto disfavor during the late 1930s, the practice enjoyed:a-heyday
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in the 1950s and early 19608. Civil rights issues and cone rn for indiv-
idual.freedom duting the second half ofAe-1960s restricte grouping,
somewhat,-but by the 1970s more than three quarters of the nation's
public scliools were again using ability grouping. Such widespread use
of grouping prose_ 6i-es is difficult to understgnd given the consistency
of the empirical e idence and subjective reports on the practice. It
seems clear dint g ouping procedOres, when used without other administra-'
Live- directives for instructional organization, may result in more damage

/. to students than benefits accrued. The following themes emerged:from the
literature reviewed: 'b

Only high ability groups she demic benefits in ability grouped
classes. These benefits are d _ _cult to interpret, however,
.becguse of-the nature of the hig ability student; It may be that
the student who enters a teachin situation with abo ._ average skill
will blossom regardless of the c -oom organization. This
natural blossoming is clearly not the case with average or below

.average ability students in,homogeneously grouped classes. Average

..and oW ability groups. show -no cognitive gains over mixed abil__
arra ements? and in some cases, show less offChievement in homo;--
geneotsly grouppd classes.

This theme was found in the reliews conducted 'By Esposito t1973) and
Findley, & Bryan (1975) and'was reconfirmed in the additional
literaturereviewed here. The effects seem sturdy and are absent
only, in the ease of-vocationyl education programs whichaetively
change instruction and materials to fit student needs. The adapta-
tion of curriculum and instruction is the exception rather than
the rule in homogeneous groupin rrangements (see 4 b- ow).

2. Ability groupinlg appea s to have a damaging effect upon D-ial and
affective development. Stutus r ngs,of suderits are m -e ,rigid

in ability grouped classes thadin mixed ability classes. Ability
grouping may be I-elated to unjustly inflated or deflated self-
conceptS in high and low ability studentsrespectively.

i

This is a recurren sue in the literature from 196 Dn. Originally'

the concern w :used -JJpon low ability or handicapped students whtt

appeared to be e.ttiotits of labeling and negative teacher
expectancies. to collected in the Starkey & 1(lusendork (1977)
study of grouping indicate.thatMany'high ability grouped students
report:feelings of too much pregsure and competition. These
students express the desire to be performing relatively better (as
compared to in class peers) in leWer ability groups..

4n the educational and social scien e literature, but in popular
within otherwise integrated schOloIN This theme occurs not only
Ability grouping often results i 4e facto segregation by classes

media and in the results of court cases directed at investigating
-

school compliance with desdgregation orders
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Teachers in public schools do not appear to alter instructional
techniques to fit the abilities of students in homogeneously
groUped classes This .theme has eluded educators for many years,
and ignorance of it might explain our continued hope that ability
groupingvWould proVide improved instruction.- Ability grouping
it an' organizational method, most frequently decided upon at all
administrative level. Teaching techniques and use of-clOsroom
materials are instructional methods, decided upon:at the` classroom
level by teachers. The two are not synonomous and should not be
treatedts such. . 4r

When. instructional methods are conscientiously :adapted "to student
needs withih ability. rouped classes, affectiveland cognitive

i'benefits may result. e CVAE Program offers an illustration of
such an occurrence.

5.i The clear majority of published literature is critical of the
practice of ability groupi g, either based upon empirical or

included in the 1979 Site R ort 2 on the status of the GVAE

philosophical arguhents'. e only articles which appear to he
neutral or positive in thdir reviews of, the results of homogeneous
grouping are those from the area of vocational education. Evidence

program, and that reported b Porter 41979) and Moffett & .-

Cogswell (1979) indicate that ability grouping-can lead to stunning
student benefits.. It is clear, holAver, that ability'grouping on
its own shouldfnot be expected to produce beneficial student
outfomes without Other specific administrative and instructional
interventions. .

A2
4.

ternatives

Because the majority of literature published during the past decade has
served to enumerate the problems ass?ciated with homogeneous ability group-
ing, it seems important to point out some alternatives to the method. If

grouping students by ability levels does not appear to be a beneficial
procedure for most students en what should replace it? The following
aresoMe methods of classroAl. ganization or instruction which have been
offered as suggestions.

Heterogeneous grouping in combined grades

In recognition .of the problems associated with ability grouping,Bahner
(1460) recommended the alternative of heterogeneous grouping by age in
combination claves. Similar-in structure to an ungraded approach, Bahnerl,a_____
idea makes use 6f combination grade levels-. -First and second grade
students might be in one group, second nd third in another, third and
foUrth in yet another, and so on. The unique characteristic of Bahner's
suggestion is to. keep all extremely advanced or retarded students in one'of
the combination classes at each grade level. For 'example, one first and
second grade combination class might have all the low ability second graders,
another second and third grade combination might,h ve all the most advanced
second graders. Thus, althoUgh two grade levels ae combined, teachers do



not have to be prepared to instruct whose abilities might span
the-full two years' represented by the chronological ages of` the students
in.the claSses. Bahher suggests that this arrangeffient may be most.
successful in retain g both studenthetereniety and effective instruc-
tion when-used in cot

4
rt with team teaching.

Team teaching

4

The team teaching alternative is a popular one and is frequently
suggested to replace ability grouping (Bahner, 1960; Findley & Wryan,
1975). Team teaching involves two or more teachers providing inst ction
in a class. By-providing two instructors in a classroom it is possible
to deal with a wide range of student abilities_ provide
remedial instruction.for low. ability-st "dints or advanced instructioR for
high ability students. Individual or s 11 group work is more easily
accomodated when two.teachers are in a r om one can .work with a small
group while the, other handles..4!rthe larger group of students. !While research

_on the team teaching model and all its .variations is still%unclerway, its
possibilities for dealing effectively with a heterogeneous group of
students are promising.

Stratified heterogeneous grouping

The alternative' of combininghomogeneous aid heterogeneous ability'
grouping in such a i'way that a partial; but not the entire, range of
student-abilities in any grade can be found in one class has been imple-

- _ mented in the Baltimore schools (Hall & Findley, 1975). In this
arrangement, called stratified or planned'heterogeneous grouping, children

.

are first rank,ordered accolleing t6- some measure of academic ability. If
four classes are to be established at4a given grade level, then the entire
group ik broken into twekve parts or subgroups, each of approximately the
,sapie size, based upon the rank order by ability. The first teacher is
then asAigned the top, fifth and ninth subgroup by rank; the second
teacher is assigned the second, sixth and tenth, subgroup by. rank. The
other two classes are assigned in a similar fashion. This,pilanned or
stratified student assignmeni assures two things in each classroom. First,
each class will have a heterOgeneous group'of students, thus there is no
clear top or bottom class. Second, although the student abilities within
a class are heterogeneous, they do not span the full range of abilities in ',I
the grade as a whole; the first teacher has Vie top group but none of
students in the bottom three groups. In addition, there will be student
"leaders"-in each class to act as foils for their peers and to stimulatL
student interaction. Finally, teachers will not be faced with attitude or
motivational problems which may depress instruction and enthusiasm in low
ability .classes.

Peer tutoring

The peer tutoring- model is a very simple method which may used in
heterogeneously grouped classes ro.capitalize on the broad rang
of student abilities which exists there. The only necessities, of the
model are two students, one better than the other in a given subject.
The students may be in the same or different grades. All that is required

di) ;



is that themore profiCient, ( note, not necessarily excellent or high
ability) student provide instruction for the student with less skill in
the subject being addreSsed. Many variations on the model are possible.
Advanced students in a particular subject may provide remedial instruction
for same age peers.: Low achievers in upper grades may-tutor younger
students. in lower grades. One of the'cleadocumented benefits of the
peer tutoring model, is that both tutees and ttAors show substattial
academic gains in subjects covered in the tutoring (Cloward, 1967;
Gartner, Kohler & Rlessman, 19-71) Peer tutoring,. when used in con
junction with some of the other alternatives listed:above, could promote
affective development, as well as cognitive achievement within a hetero-
geneous classroom.

conclusions and Recommendations

6

The sixty year debate ,over the impact of ability grouping in the
'grades kindergarten through.twelVe seems to, be winding down. Although
there is an absence ofitonsiatent, replicated empirical study Which Might
condemn ability grouping,. it is difficult to gather much support for its
continued practide. At beat, -the impact of homogeneous grouping is
neglfgible, High ability groups are the only ones 8ho show achievement
benefits related to grouping.: *The inconsistent yet recurring findings

1
regarding achie, merit and affectiVe,IMpediments in average
ability. students in homdgeneous gropps,should'make educators pause ands
refl$Ct:Upon th -,141 effectsol: grouping The general tone of 07v:::

-,
-_

- ,..
qualitative repo- S -an ability grouping suggests that educators are

,again,beginning, ag abandon the practice. The social concerns of ourain to

current culture' -may' demand its abolishment because of Ole segregation
policies which frequently acconipany ability grouping.'

What may Administrators, teachers, and parents:do' now? The first
recommendation wOuld,be to explore the other teaching and grouping methods
introduced in the Alternatives section ofthis repor. t, Following a review
of the literature it maybe appropriate to implementSmall scale pilot

,

programsof the alternatives which appear most probising. If multiple'
alternativesrseemacceptable,,various experimental:orprototype programs
could be established in various systems to serve 4s 'models or. gaining.:
grounds for otherschoolsvateMs seeking similar,alternativesnandri,':

=

a of experimentationplan o experithentation And systematic assessment shouldbe
implemented to insure that alternativea are not accepted blindly: and
completely,as panaceas,-as grouping was -in the late 19506.

And what should be done until a productive and workdble alternatiVe
to hoMogeneous grouping can be found? When homiogeneous grouping is
inescapable, teachers should be encouraged to take advantage of it.
Specific materials and methodsshould be developed to meet the needs of.
each- unique group..- Teachers shoUld not simply go slower in low ability
groups, as they often do. They should adapt techniques towit the
remedial or advanced requirements of students. Teachers cannot meet the
needs of less adept ,learners by. merely. presenting the same material at a
slower pace Sithilarly they cannot effectivelyinstruet high ability
groups by simply'assigning more homework problems or a greater number of
pages or books to be read than in average:. or low ability classes.
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Yet developing new curricula for groups of students with differing
abilities is 'difficult. Teachers may find_thetaSK to be a problem for
a numbet of reasons:* lack of time -ladk of necessary_ information, lack
of student, peer or admInistratoriSUpport Within the school. There are,
no easy- answers' as to how to resolve these problems. yCarefullypldnned
and organized develOpment of cutriculum may =help avoidrduplicatiOnor
overlap of effort in the various schools within-a system or state.

aty incentives for teachers or professional leave time to develop
instructional models may prove successful in stimulating participation.

In conclusion, it is again time to move away from the traditional--
ability grouping model of classrOom organization. The atademic,'social,
and political demands of our times, as well as the individual needs of
students, require such a shift in our educational planning and implementa-
tston. To quote the conclusion reached by Esposito (1975),,

"if:one of'the principal objectives of. the American
education system 'is to proVide each child with an
eqUal edUcatiftal opportunity to maximize and develop
his potential so that he may benefit himself, and
thereby contribute more effedtively to the larget
society, then the present status and predicted nds
with respect to homogeneous grouping suggest t =t this
cardinal objective will not be realized." {p.
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